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Mr Mike Allen,
A Life in Education
as part of the IB programme. For most pupils,
however, Mike was synonymous with MUN,
having for many years been its Director. Under
his guidance, St Andrew’s won many awards
and accolades at the Royal Russell conference
and The Hague conference, and countless students developed the important skill of public
speaking under his tutelage. Mike was nothing if not determined. In mid-career and with
a young family, he decided to acquire extra
academic qualifications and enrolled for a B.A.
and then a H.Dip. Ed. in UCD. The final exam
of this course required a certain level of proficiency in spoken Irish, something that most
Irish people would have found intimidating.
Mike, however, was undeterred by the fact that

The St Andrew’s College community was
saddened to learn last October of the death
of Mike Allen after a long illness, fought
with his customary determination. Born just
outside Boston, Massachusetts, Mike started
his multi-faceted career in St Andrew’s in
1976 as a boarding master, teacher of history
and counsellor to American pupils where his
function was to help candidates for entry to
American universities negotiate the complex
admission process. Over the years, he shed
some roles, such as boarding master, but
undertook new ones. At various times over
the years, in addition to history, Mike taught
classical studies and theory of knowledge

Mr. Allen

he had no knowledge of the language:
dogged as always, he set about learning
Irish from scratch and eventually was capable of holding a brief conversation in basic,
but correct, Irish.
He was as demanding of his pupils as he
was of himself. He expected pupils to rise
to his expectations, which were always
high, and almost invariably, they did. In
class, his conversation was peppered with
a number of time-worn sayings, chief of
which was ‘the slippery slope’. These three
words formed a multi-purpose phrase that
could serve as a warning against the uncertain and bleak future that lay ahead of pupils who failed to work hard; equally, they
could act as an expression of regret when
a pupil failed to produce homework. That
Mike inspired affection and respect in his
pupils is attested to by the large number of
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past pupils who attended his funeral or who
sent messages of condolence. Colleagues
remember Mike as a devoted and hardworking teacher who was always to be found
in his office at break-time or lunchtime,
preparing classes or planning the next MUN
conference. In conversation, he was well informed and highly amusing. Ill-health forced
him to retire in 2012 but he maintained contact with many colleagues and retained an
interest in the activities of the various MUN
delegations. Mike made a huge contribution
to the life of St Andrew’s College and he is
missed by colleagues, friends and past pupils.
The conference offers its sympathies to his
wife, Hazel, his children, Stacey and Mike,
and his extended family.

By Mr Conall Hamill

General Assembly
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S CONF On Women and SOCHUM
General Assembly is one of the most anticipated
events of the entire conference. Undoubtedly,
every delegate on the floor shares this same
enthusiasm upon their arrival in the ballroom.
Although many are sad to leave the friends
and memories they made throughout the week
behind in their respective committee, GA allows
the best and brightest resolutions to come before
the entire SAIMUN body to be heard. The ideas
presented in this room are the ones that have
been celebrated and respected by the majority
of every delegation. The debate that began this
morning reflected the celebrated solutions made
and agreed upon on the most interesting of topics of the conference.
Initially, debate began on one of the most
prominent issues facing the world right now,
contraception and its availability worldwide - a
topic originating from the Special Conference
on Women, the main focus for all delegations
attending SAIMUN. It is a pressing question
that governments worldwide attempt to combat
on a daily basis. The solutions proposed to this
problem were most widely aimed at helping
the populous of LEDCs where the numbers of
unwanted births are unwaveringly high. Although it seemed unlikely that a country such as
Libya would support a resolution disregarding
religious misconceptions, beliefs, and values, the
compromise made ensured it was enforceable
regardless of differentiating ideals respective to
any single nation. The resolution submitted by
Libya was comprehensive and most certainly
had one main purpose in mind: to protect the
female and therefore the human rights of women worldwide. The delegate of Libya’s commitment to solving this issue was most definitely
seen when the resolution passed with overwhelming success; only 12 votes against and 6
abstentions.
In the second section of GA, the house moved

on to debate the question of the human rights
of prisoners and how to protect them worldwide. Heated debate occurred throughout, as
many of the delegations present did not often
agree on this sensitive topic. Furthermore, with
no amendments in order this made it very
hard for participants to come to a compromise,
meaning the resolution originating from the
Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee
(SOCHUM) was continuously questioned and
attacked in regard to implementation. Although
its aims remained solid, unfortunately, the resolution failed with thirty-six against, thirty-two in
favor and nineteen abstentions.
The opening sessions of the General Assembly
provided an environment that fostered compromise and debate between all delegations. This
was certainly achieved and the GA began in an
extremely successful manner.

By MacKenna Westerfield

General Assembly
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ECOFIN

ECOSOC

The Economic and Finance Committee brought the
question of the future livelihood of displaced persons to the General Assembly. Iraq presented their
resolution in which they were alarmed by the number of people that are forcibly displaced due to natural disasters, conflict as well as the number of refugees and the millions seeking asylum. The delegate
of Iraq emphasized how vital the problem is for Iraq
itself stating that over one million Iraqis are refugees.
They decided to focus on the economic aspect of the
issue and underline the importance of government
assistance in every country touched by the problem
of displaced persons.

The UK brought a resolution about the Question of
the Trade and Availability of Prescription Medications on the Internet to the General Assembly. They
believe purchasing strong drugs through the internet is a huge gamble and exposes the sick to cheap
alternatives from the ‘dark web’ only to make profit.
They underlined the importance of the issue by
stating that it applies to all delegations. The delegation of the United Kingdom thinks that a resolution
which does not require cultural and societal change
could prove to be most beneficial to both people and
businesses.
Ukraine, a strong supporter of the resolution, drew
attention to Clause 9, which they called “very technical”. It proposes the economic theory of perfect
competition in order to regulate prices and ensure
that large chain pharmacies are unable to monopolize the industry”. This was simultaneously what
the delegation of Pakistan expressed concern about
saying that perfect competition is merely an idealistic concept that is essentially inapplicable in the
real world. Ukraine replied by stating that perfect
competition is in fact difficult to apply to all countries touched by the issue, but small businesses could
profit from such a system and so could the people.
Other countries had questions regarding Clauses
1, 7, 8 and 9. Actually, Clause 8 proved to be most
controversial - the delegates of Bangladesh, Azerbaijan and Jordan all agreed that a financial sanction of
5% on the annual profit of the government for the
halting the expansion of local chain pharmacies in
favour of largely established pharmacies is far too
large and such a penalty is very exaggerated. The
delegations of the aforementioned countries, in addition with Cambodia, were completely against the
resolution submitted by the UK. A number of other
countries stated that the issue of transparency of
information is unclear in the submitted document.
On the other hand, Honduras and France supported
the entire resolution wholeheartedly.
The debate was concluded by a vote which resulted
in the passing of the resolution, with 40 votes for
and 32 against. 19 delegations abstained. The delegation of the United Kingdom can now celebrate their
success.

The delegation of Japan found Iraq’s resolution
reasonable and were openly in favour of it. They
decided Clause 2 tackled the most important aspect
of the issue being the current lack of suitable legislation and the economic reintegration that would help
displaced persons ‘find their place’ in a new society.
The question of decent education and open information are ones Japan also finds extremely vital.
After Japan had approached the podium, it was faced
by questions from the UK, France and Syria who
enquired about trafficking, the functioning of the
bank accounts of emigrants and the possible difficulties less developed countries might face with sharing
information through the means of mass media.
Belgium also decided that they agreed with the resolution and emphasised the vulnerability of displaced
persons to terrorists and the need for deradicalisation programmes in order to fully help the displaced
to be integrated into society. However, Yemen and
Mexico took the stand to openly disagree with the
resolution calling it far too idealistic and Clause 8
unrealistic. South Korea agreed that larger Member
countries ought to help out the smaller countries
with larger migrant populations rather than taking in refugees themselves. Furthermore, Denmark,
Argentina and Columbia had questions concerning
mass media and Clause 7 but were generally positive
to the resolution.
The resolution was accepted with 44 votes for and 33
against. 16 countries decided to abstain from voting.
A huge success for all the supporters of Iraq’s resolution!

By Zuzanna Lebek

General Assembly
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Environment

ICJ

The resolution selected by the Environment Committee to be discussed at GA discusses the issue of
“trophy hunting in tourism”. It was submitted by the
delegation of Uganda from St. Andrew’s College. The
resolution aims to limit trophy hunting by implementing new regulations on it. It asks countries to
strengthen their legislation regarding revenue and
profit from trophy hunting with the aim of benefitting local communities. This topic was a source of
debate in the Environment Committee, as the question arose, as to whether trophy hunting should be
banned completely or whether it could have a positive impact on the locals if regulated appropriately.

The issue discussed by the ICJ in the past few days
was the right to use nuclear weapons. The 23 participants of the ICJ simulated a trial on a case of
martial violence. The accused nations were the UK,
India and Pakistan. In the past three days they were
presented with evidence and they interviewed witnesses. Based on this evidence the judges voted this
morning. The decision was that UK would not be
impeached, as efforts to decrease its nuclear arsenal
were found as an evidence. The judges voted for
India and Pakistan to abide to stricter regulations, as
evidence of Pakistan’s fast growing nuclear arsenal
was found. Mr. Stern congratulated the professionalism of the conference in a speech at GA this morning. He explained the role of the ICJ, which handles
legal disputes submitted by states. Mr. Stern underlined the importance of MUN as an extracurricular
activity and the benefits of experiencing ICJ first
hand. He points out that the ICJ case is an exercise
and therefore there are no winners or losers.

The first country delivering a speech was Uganda.
The delegation of Uganda supported the resolution
by stating that it addressed all the controversies of
the topic and perceives trophy hunting as a valuable
method to regulate wildlife. Uganda believes the
IUCN red list will ensure endangered animals will
not be affected by the trophy hunting.
The delegation of Nigeria also affirmed its support
for the resolution. It pointed out that South Africa
and Bolivia have already benefitted from regulated
hunting. The delegation of Nigeria believes the
regulations suggested by this resolution will help
preserve the wildlife in each country.
The delegation of Qatar urged the delegates to vote
against the resolution as it fails to address the issues
important to preserve the wildlife. Qatar believes
that allowing hunting in any fashion would work
against the goal to preserve wildlife and that the
resolution is too focused on the revenues that comes
trophy hunting, rather than the humane treatment
of animals. The delegate pointed out that there are
alternative ways to control wildlife. The delegate also
pointed out that the nature of the regulations is ineffective.
South Africa concluded the debate by expressing
its support for the resolution. The delegate believes
that South Africa’s economy is dependent on trophy
hunting. South Africa could benefit from this resolution, as it supports the economy of the country
and preserves wildlife through the regulations. The
resolution was passed at GA with 44 votes in favour
and 40 votes against.

By Alice Decaminda

Feature Articles

Toys aren’t us
anymore :
The Closure of
Toys R Us

I still remember how excited I used to be when my
Dad told me we were going to Toys R Us. The huge
store had always been my most reliable toy provider and I always pictured it as a beautiful world
in which children could express their individuality and develop their imagination just by playing
with a toy that would make their already happy life
even more joyful. I must admit that I feel lucky to
still have had toys as part of my childhood, noting
that children nowadays aren’t even conscious of the
world surrounding them, being deeply affected by
the damaging technologies they’re obsessed with.
Just a couple of days ago I found out from a friend
of mine that the store my childhood self was so
intrigued by is closing down. At first, I didn’t think
that was possible. Toys are still a child’s best friend,
aren’t they? Sadly, it doesn’t seem like they are
anymore. The closure of Toys R Us is just collateral
damage relating to a much more concerning issue
that affects all of us. Technology is taking over our
lives and children are the first ones being targeted,
being the most naive and vulnerable components
of our society. The devices they use every day affect
their development, their social skills and sometimes
even their mental and emotional well-being. Today’s children’s toys are smartphones, PCs, tablets
and TVs, dangerous when used excessively, as opposed to toys that actually would have had a good
impact on young people.
Technology encourages children to lead a sedentary
life that affects them a lot more than you can fathom. Child obesity rates have risen drastically over
the last number of decades. In 2012, according to
CDC.gov, the child obesity rate in America was at
18 percent, 11 points higher than the in 1980. Staying at home when not attending school and playing
video games or watching TV also damages a child’s
vision, and not experiencing the benefits of spend-
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ing time outdoors can affect a child’s health. Spending
time outdoors has a huge number of positive effects
on the body, providing us with exposure to sunlight
and supplying it with Vitamin D. Additionally, regular
exposure to sunlight helps keep your sleep cycle regular by influencing the body’s production of melatonin.
Screens from devices such as tablets and smartphones
emit harmful blue light that may cause headaches,
eyestrain and irritated eyes among children.
Technology also has a great impact on children’s
emotions, how they think or feel. Recent research has
shown that children who play video games excessively
or spend most of their time online tend to have less
of an ability to focus than kids who use technology
minimally. It can also affect the way children process
information: technology makes children think superficially so that they eventually won’t be able to think
critically or be creative when learning new concepts.
The worst way technology affects children nowadays is
by damaging their social and interacting skills, which
can have a huge impact on their happiness levels. It
has now become common knowledge that high levels
of social media use, in both kids and adults, can lower
self-esteem and create negative moods. Interacting
solely through social media makes it more difficult for
children and teenagers alike to pick up on social cues
and develop meaningful relationships with others- isolating oneself from the world and only finding refuge
in sitting behind a screen can have serious negative
consequences as children grow and develop.
Although it’s very sad, we, as the children that grew
up with the Toys R Us store, should face the fact that
children nowadays don’t enjoy things such as toys
anymore. I still find it unimaginable that after centuries of children playing with toys as a way of entertainment, the puppets, the cars, the board games, all of
them have been replaced by a single piece of metal. All
that we can do is hope that toys, even if they are not
beloved anymore, can at least remain appreciated for
what they once were.

By Teodora Puiu

Feature Articles
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Opening Gates, The BMGF

Bill and Melinda Gates, the
founders of The Gates Foundation (BMGF), share a deeply held
belief that made them want to
start helping the world out: “All
lives have equal value”. That’s the
first thing you see when you go
on their website, and it’s exactly
what motivated them to start
this foundation. Their goal is to
help people with urgent needs,
no matter where these people are
living.

ing countries. Then, the Global
Development Division focuses
on helping the world’s poorest
communities gain access to better
health coverage and products. The
Global Growth & Opportunity
division has the intent of creating
market-based innovation in order
to develop sustainable economic
growth, while the United States
Division focuses on improving
the quality of the US educational
system, also supporting vulnerable
children and their families. Last,
The foundation was launched
but not least, the Global Policy&
in 2000 and it is said to be the
Advocacy Division has the purlargest private fund in the US,
pose of creating and sustaining
holding funds of up to $38 billion partnerships and relations that
in assets. Bill and Melinda were could benefit the foundation in the
named Persons of The Year by
future.
Times Magazine in 2005 for their
outstanding charitable work. To This year’s letter was the 10th
maintain its status as a charitable annual open letter written by the
foundation, the BMGF donates at Gates couple. It focuses on optileast 5% in assets yearly.
mism, how even though it may be
easy to lose hope when we are surThe couple are co-chairs and
rounded by tragedies, the number
trustees of the foundation, they of deaths caused by disease and
shape and approve strategy and poverty in the last 2 decades has
set the organisation’s overall
almost been cut in half. It also atdirection. Everyone knows Bill
tempted to answer “The 10 most
Gates for being a business mag- difficult question we get asked.”
nate and founder of Microsoft,
but not many people know about Another great part of the Founthis foundation and the annual
dation is represented by the “We
open letters he and his wife write Believe” articles published on the
represent a small but significant website. It represents the beliefs
way to improve the world.
of the Gates family and what they
want to try and improve in the
There are five program areas
world. Currently, there are three
upon which the foundation is
such articles on the foundation’s
divided. Firstly, there’s the Global site. The first focuses on how the
Health Division that aims to
path out of poverty begins, claimdevelop new tools and strateing their main goal is to make
gies to reduce infectious diseases sure people survive and thrive.
and child mortality in developThe next aims to raise awareness

about empowering people living
in poor communities, especially
young women and girls. This
article talks about how by giving
people the tools to lead healthy
lives we can help support their
route out of poverty. The third
and last article is all about the
fight against infectious diseases,
especially the ones affecting
developing countries. The underlined belief here is that by spreading knowledge and delivering
the latest in science, many lives
can be saved. Then comes a more
empowering, optimistic article,
entitled “We know.” It’s a very
accurate title that shows just how
much this foundation matters,
simply stating that their funds
alone will not make a change,
and that is why they keep working to change policies, attitudes
and behaviors to improve and
save lives.
It may be difficult to grasp but
this foundation which is leading
one of the biggest, longest battles
against diseases such as polio,
malaria and HIV was started by
a simple couple that read about
suffering in the developing world
and sent a newspaper clipping to
a philanthropist simply stating:
“Maybe we can do something
about this.”

By Sophia Tiganas
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My SAIMUN Experience
Growing up, I have always had a passion for photography and art.
Also, I am known as a very creative person. Model United Nations
has had a tremendous effect on who I am. Before, I was nervous and
insecure. Now I am sure of myself and confident. MUN has grown
from a normal school activity to one of my greatest passions. Every
conference I have attended has taught me something new about the
world, and myself.
That is why I decided to experience my passion on a larger scale, by
travelling from Lebanon to Ireland for SAIMUN 2018. Travelling all
the way from Lebanon to Ireland was a very exciting adventure for me.
I have been waiting for SAIMUN for a long time and I was looking
forward to being part of the Press Team.
Growing up, I have always had a passion for photography and art.
Also, I am known as a very creative person. Model United Nations
has had a tremendous effect on who I am. Before, I was nervous and
insecure. Now I am sure of myself and confident. MUN has grown
from a normal school activity to one of my greatest passions. Every
conference I have attended has taught me something new about the
world, and myself.
That is why I decided to experience my passion on a larger scale, by
traveling from Lebanon to Ireland for SAIMUN 2018. Travelling all
the way from Lebanon to Ireland was a very exciting adventure for me.
I have been waiting for SAIMUN for a long time and I was looking
forward to being part of the Press Team.
To begin with, the conference environment is very inviting and welcoming. Staff members are very nice and friendly. Everyone is cooperative and willing to help. The Press Team specifically is a very precious
team that really felt like home. My favorite part of my amazing experience is that I got featured in all The Delegate newspapers. I would
like to thank everyone at the SAIMUN who worked day and night to
make this conference very successful. Also, a special thanks to Mrs.
Dolla Kanaan, the SHSMUN department and my school, Sagesse High
School Lebanon for giving me and my friends the opportunity to be
part of such a beautiful conference.
It’s hard to leave all these memories behind now that I am heading
back home. Thank you SAIMUN 2018 for giving me the experience of
a lifetime. It was an honor for me to be part of such a great conference
with a network of people who care about the world and who have collectively grown to become students who can generate action. MUN is
helping us students change the world.

And finally ….A Message from Me
to You…
The road to your dreams isn’t always
easy to navigate, sometimes it’s
dotted with mountains to climb,
obstacles to overcome — and hard,
mind-numbing times that will make
you feel like quitting. Just remember
this if you get lost along the way:
nothing worth having comes easily.
There is nothing in this world that
a person cannot do. Not all battles
are about winning. Some are just
about how hard a person tried and
how he or she manages to persevere despite all the adversities. To
achieve something great one must
have great determination, a true
resolve and always be ready to give
of one’s give their best. Start reaching for your dreams as early as now.
No one knows how long or how far
it might take you. Just remember
that success is waiting for those who
never stop dreaming. I believe that
every single one of us has a responsibility to get involved in trying to
make a difference in the world. Our
generation faces many challenges,
some of which were passed on to us
by previous generations, but it’s up
to us to find solutions today so that
we don’t keep passing our problems
on. We need to work together and
look beyond the issues that divide
us, because at the end of the day, if
we don’t work together to save our
environment, we will all be equally
extinct. Each one of us can make a
difference.
“Together we make change” - Barbara Mikulski.

By Pia Abou Antoun

Opening Speech
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Lucy Dornan Co - Secretary General

“One hundred years ago today, the first battles of the as Bessie herself put it. She was also eighteen the year
Somme were in full force. Teenagers, barely older than that the right to vote was given. These women had also
us, here in this room, were losing their lives. In fact, fought for what they believed in. They had spoken out.
on this day in 1918, eighteen-year old Canadian fight- Or, I guess, they played the bagpipes really loudly. But
er pilot Alan Arnett McLeod was heavily involved in they had been heard.
the combat. To put that in perspective: I am eighteen
years old. Our two Presidents of the General Assembly This time thirty years ago, the doors of St. Andrew’s
are eighteen years old. My fellow Secretary General International Model United Nations were opened for
is younger than Alan was when he fought in the war. the first time. Hundreds of young delegates, the same
On this day, the 27th of March, one hundred years
ages as all of you, the same ages as Alan McLeod, the
ago, Alan, along with his observer Left-tenant Arthur same ages as Bessie Watson, sat down and debated the
Hammond, shot down three German planes over the problems of 1988. They too, spoke out. They too, had
Somme in France. In this exchange of fire, their own their voices heard. Today, we commence debate on
plane was also shot down. They tumbled from the sky, some of the most pressing issues of our time. Debut Alan was able to manoeuvre the aircraft so that
spite women having much more freedom here than
they crash-landed in no-man’s land. Here, despite be- they had before 1918, there are still women all over
ing hit five times and injured by a bomb that went off the world who struggle to obtain their basic rights.
close to him, eighteen-year-old Alan carried the badly Women are still overlooked, abused and mistreated,
wounded Hammond from the wreckage, to safety in and this year’s conference reflects that. Over the next
a shell hole nearby. There, they were later found by
few days, you will be discussing the question of gender
South African troops. Both Alan and Arthur survived. equality in access to education, the question of sexual
For his bravery, Alan was awarded the Victoria Cross. harassment in the workplace and the question of fiAt only nineteen years old, he was the youngest air- nancial inclusion for women, to name but a few. These
man to be awarded the medal in the First World War. are all issues currently being discussed on the world
Alan, a boy, barely a man, at eighteen years old, was stage. These are all issues which world leaders are atfighting for what he believed in.
tempting to resolve as I speak, and they are issues that
you, here, in front of me today, will resolve as well.
The same year, thousands of women across the United
Kingdom and Ireland were finally given the right to It’s often easy to go through our youth doubting our
vote. One of these women involved in the suffragette abilities and our voices. What have we got to say? Why
movement was Elizabeth “Bessie” Watson, from Scot- should we bother, when adults won’t listen to us? Why
land, born at the very beginning of the 20th century. don’t we just leave these problems to the grown-ups?
Bessie’s parents were concerned about her contract- Are the grown-ups really solving these problems?
ing tuberculosis, after her aunt Margaret had conYouth did not stop Alan McLeod from fighting for
tracted the disease. In order to help protect her and what he believed in. Youth did not stop Bessie Watson
to strengthen her lungs, her parents encouraged her from marching for women’s suffrage. Youth did not
to take up the bagpipes. Bessie was enthusiastic about stop the first SAIMUN delegates thirty years ago, who
learning to play the instrument, as she would be one sat here in front of this very banner, as you do today.
of a very small number of women at the time to know So, the question I have for you is: why should youth
how to play the instrument, and one of the youngest. stop you?”
At only nine years of age, Bessie played the bagpipes
during the women’s suffrage march in Edinburgh on
the 9th of October 1909. There she was, “a girl doing
something which they always associated with men,”

Closing Speech
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Harry Deacon Co - Secretary General

Presidents of the General Assembly, Honourable
Chairs, Distinguished Advisers, Delegates, Newton
once said that: “Tact is the art of making a point without making an enemy”. It is the difference between
being right and ensuring others know you’re right.
Tact is about people. It’s safe to say that when I walked
into my first conference as a delegate at RADMUN
2015, that tact was something I was severely lacking.
Armed with an unnecessarily complicated resolution
and far too much self-confidence for my own good,
I was ready to argue with everyone and anyone who
would listen. Months earlier, my first taste of MUN as
an Admin in Environment at SAIMUN had left me
hooked. Not even sitting, or rather standing, for eight
hours a day, through six resolutions on the impact of
neonicotinoid pesticides on global bee populations
had deterred my impatience, my hunger to speak out.
And finally, this was my chance.
There are many common misconceptions held about
MUN – the business attire is unnecessary, the resolutions lie discarded by conference end, the sec-gen
speeches are too long. However, it was over those
first two days as a delegate at RADMUN 2015, that I
realised the greatest misconception of all. MUN isn’t
about debating, it’s about diplomacy. Yes, a certain
eloquence of rhetoric and argument is desirable, but at
its heart MUN tests your ability to negotiate, to mediate, to tolerate, to compromise, to get on with other
people – skills no school curriculum can ever impart
and skills that I’m the first to admit I am still learning
to this day.
What is the difference between debating and diplomacy? Those of you familiar with my debating style in
MUN, will know that it can at times err on the more
cynical side. I think we all occasionally are guilty of
criticising a clause or a resolution simply because it
is not the perfect, all-encompassing answer we seek.
Anyone can do this. An ability to point out flaws is
not impressive. Wandering from committee to committee this week, what I have found truly impressive
is those who have that creativity, that drive, that effort,
that diplomacy to speak up during in lobbying with
an idea for sub clause or submit an amendment to
make a resolution better. These delegates have not just

shown a willingness to speak out. They have shown
a willingness to listen to concerns and to act to exact
change. And for me that diplomacy, is what being
good at MUN is all about.
This same principle can be applied to the critical
problems facing our word today. Yes, we all know
that there’s Civil War in Syria that has claimed nearly
half a million lives. We all know that 780 million
people lack access to clean water, that on average
women earn 20% less than men. As a millennial
generation, we are very good at pointing out problems, at moaning about injustices in FB comment
sections be they our own or others. We are increasingly politically and socially aware. And this is commendable. But it is only the first step. How many of
us in this GA at the Royal Marine Hotel will take this
awareness, take the skills we have learnt from MUN,
take this privileged position we have, take this desire
to speak out, and act in the future to exact change?
How many of us will stop simply debating the
world’s problems, and start diplomatically seeking
to solve them, in the real world? I’m not suggesting
that we all will go on to be global leaders, able to address all of the problems our world must face. But if
we each first can act in our own way, however small,
– be it starting a local support group for victims of
domestic violence, be it taking part in a campaign
against the locating of a nuclear power plant, be it
financially supporting orphanages in sub-Saharan
Africa, surely we can and will only make our world a
better place to be.
‘Diplomacy’ is quite an open-ended term. But for
me, at its core, it centres around people. Meeting
those from all over the world, from different countries, different cultures and different viewpoints,
striving to reach an agreement and doing so with
both tolerance and respect. This is my 13th and final
conference, my 4th and last SAIMUN. And I can
wholeheartedly say that what has made the last four
years of MUN in St. Andrews’ so enjoyable for me, is
the people with whom I have shared them. MUN is
not about debating; it’s about diplomacy. And diplomacy is about people. Thank you.
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Interviews

Mr. Derek Bohan - Legend
Have you participated in any MUN debate?
No, I have never taken part in any MUN debating but I
did some school debating back in school years ago.

we are going to do and after a while the written pages come
from the Press team. Shane edits them first and then I just
check them. The pressure starts about two o’clock where we
have to put in the actual articles together and we generally
finish about 4.30 when we start to think about the next day
all over again.

Tell me a funny story about your work.
Well many things happen everyday but I remember one
day in a school in London I worked in… It was a Catholic school and there were many heavy icons and frames
What was your dream when you were a child?
on the wall. One day I slammed a door to wake up the
When I was a child I wanted be a professional snooker
students and a picture of Jesus fell on my head. I probably player or an actor – I’m unfortunately terrible at both.
deserved it…..
Why did you choose to become Head of Press instead
of something else?
When I started working at SAIMUN the person who did
Press before me (Ms. Carter) moved to being in charge of
Admin so as naturally as an English teacher I was asked
to take charge of Press.
Have you any ideas about how to make SAIMUN experience better ?
In terms of Press I think we should make it more interactive perhaps by providing rolling information on screens
around the conference .

Lastly which thing would you like to change in today’s
world ?
I would like to make the world more equal place. Politically I believe in equality and justice.
Any advice for the new delegates?
Enjoy the conference, be nice to each other and remember
to Speak Out!!!!

By Nickolas Papadopoulous

Describe your daily schedule during SAIMUN.
In the morning I talk with Shane and Hannah about what

Photo by Francis Brooks
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Harry Deacon - Secretary General
How did you feel when you were chosen
to be Secretary General?
Really, really delighted. I remember starting off at SAIMUN four years ago, it was
my first conference ever and I remember
looking at the SECGENs and being deeply
impressed by these students who were
walking around with so much purpose and
so much knowledge. I really wanted to be
like that one day too, I am now. So I was
absolutely thrilled when I found out.
What expectations do you have for this
year’s conference?
Of course I expect it to be the best SAIMUN yet. We’ve got some fantastic delegations, the topics are really interesting,
really current. In general, I’m just looking
forward to see delegates taking part, get
out of their comfort zone and perhaps
push themselves a little bit. SAIMUN exists
as a challenge for students. It’s not going to
be easy, you do have to work for it.
What do you enjoy most about your job
as SECGEN?
I like walking around, seeing different
debates, talking to delegates and trying to
solve any problems if they arise, just getting to see the conference as a whole, getting to see behind the scenes and getting to

appreciate the whole work that goes into it.
What’s the funniest memory you had at a
MUN conference?
Three years ago at SAIMUN I was in
ECOSOC and for the last resolution I
couldn’t speak unless I had an Australian
accent, so I was there googling in the back of
the committee how to do an Australian accent and in the end it was absolutely terrible,
but I tried my best. I just remember that as
quite a strong SAIMUN memory.
What’s the best thing about MUN conferences? What makes them special in your
view?
One of the things that makes them slightly
different is just the chance to meet people
from all around the world. We have people
coming from four continents for SAIMUN.
It’s just this unique chance to meet people
with different view-points. With MUN we’re
trying to create solutions, it’s not just talking
about things.
What are the benefits of participating at a
MUN conference?
I think the benefit of MUN is that it teaches
you things that aren’t in the school curriculum. Where else do you have to negotiate to
solve a problem, where do you use that sort

Photo by Elsa Murray
of interpersonal skills that MUN tests,
that perhaps aren’t seen in other areas?
That’s what’s very unique about MUN.
With MUN, you develop a broad skill
set and become well-rounded individuals.
Tell me something about Ireland.
What makes it worth visiting?
It’s quite cliche, but Irish people are
genuinely quite friendly with tourists
and people who are coming to visit.
You feel welcome here, Ireland has
that kind of personal touch.

By Teodora Puiu

Monica Daneasa - MUN Advisor
it is for my students, so I encouraged
them to get acquainted with this new
chance of being part of something
special and educative.

know.

What impression has SAIMUN given you
so far?
SAIMUN is a very well organized interWhat is the most important commit- national school event which imposes very
high standards for our participants.
tee issue in your view?
I consider all issues very important
What do you hope your students will
in their own way. While some have
Photo by Julia Sarnowska a more urgent character and require
learn out of this experience?
urgent measures, others demand per- I hope that my students will have the oppormanent solutions that can be found in tunity to gain experience which will make
When finding out about SAIMUN, a common effort.
them aware of what political commitment
what convinced you to participate
and responsibility means and may even
at the conference?
Describe your students’ delegation in help shape their own ideas in regard to their
As I have participated years ago in
future careers.
three words.
other MUN conferences, I had an
Interested, intrigued and eager to
By Teodora Puiu
idea about how great an opportunity
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Is the Alt-Right All Wrong?
The alternative right, also known as the Alt-Right,
is a term for a set of far right ideologies, groups
and individuals whose core belief is that “White
Identity” is under attack by “political correctness and “Cultural Marxism” so as to undermine
white people and “their” civilization. Alt-Right is
more of a convenient term than a precise political
designation. It is a catch-all phrase and includes
Trump fanatics, chauvinists, social media trolls,
anti-Islamists, immigration opponents, racists and
neo-Nazis. Strangely enough, the current President of the United Sates – arguably the most powerful man in the world can arguably be counted
as part of the movement or at the very least as a
fellow traveller or apologist.

conversations. The term alternative right explicitly avoids the use of the word race and instead
conjures up ideas of rebel and anti-establishment
figures who are often attractive to youth. The
“Alt-Right” is, in a sense an an attempt by white
supremacists and Nazis to infiltrate the mainstream debates that have deliberately excluded
them for decades.

In some ways this effort has succeeded, in 2016
the election of Donald Trump thrilled and comforted the Alt-Right movement. Trump, through
his apparent kinship and heavy-handed style,
his refusal to condemn hate crimes committed in his name and his outrageous statements
in which he equated Anti Fascist activists with
Self-proclaimed Neo-Nazi Richard Spencer, who Neo-Nazis after the deadly violence is Charruns the National Policy Institute – a white sulottesville in late 2017 has blown a dog whistle to
premacist think tank, coined the term “Alt-Right” the Alt-Right that has been heard loud and clear.
as the name for a blog he writes that debuted
Trump’s brand of white nationalism wasn’t just a
in 2010. The Alt-Right has sought over the past
US phenomenon. Far-right populist movements
few years to rebrand white nationalism, to lift
have been on a global tear, first with Brexit in the
the movement out of the obscure corners of the
UK in 2016 and then with Italy’s election of right
internet and make it more palatable to the averwing populist parties such as the“ 5 Star Moveage white conservative. People who in previous
ment “ and “Lega” in 2018.
years would have openly referred to themselves
as Nazis, now call themselves “identitarians”.
In recent months it has become clear that the
Alt-Righters use words like culture as a replaceAlt-Right is no longer a fringe online movement.
ment for “race”, and talk of promoting “Western On the 21st of August, 2017 in Charlottesville,
Civilization” as a code for wanting to spread white Virginia, Alt-Right organisers Richard Spencer
identity or white supremacy. The Alt-Right also
and Jason Kessler organised a deadly rally that
includes a worrying amount of young people in its left one counter protestor dead. This is proof that
movement. These youngsters are tech-savvy and this ideology is not only hateful and disgusting
have led to the the Alt-Right having a loud pres- but potentially deadly, and so the question must
ence online. “Intellectual Racists” run a growing be posed – what can be done to combat it? To
number of publications and publishing houses
begin, we must not normalize Alt-Right rhetoric,
that promote white supremacist ideas. The goal of this is exactly what they want. Instead we must
these racists is to influence mainstream whites by call them out for the bigots and racists that they
exposing them to the concept of “white identity” undoubtedly are.
and “racial consciousness”.
Even the term Alternative Right is a conscious attempt by these people to stake out part of the conservative spectrum and to claim that they therefore deserve a voice in mainstream conservative

By Lily Bohan
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The Question of the Domestic Violence Against Women
In the world we live in today there’s
so much happening so fast and in
such great quantities that we often
forget the things that may happen behind closed doors. One of
these things is domestic violence
towards men and women.  One in
three women (35%) have been domestically abused at some point in
their lives. Although men are at a
risk of domestic abuse, the amount
of domestic violencecases displayed in the media involve women
as the victim of the crime.  

stress, jealousy and possessiveness, depression, beliefs, etc. There’re
several different forms of domestic
abuse such as physical, sexual and
psychological abuse. Women can
be hurt physically and forced to do
things they may not want which results in situations like rape or cutting
themselves off from close friends or
family because that is what they have
been forced or convinced to do.
Some of the regions with the highest
rates of domestic abuse against women is Oceania (including countries
like Australia and Malaysia), North
Domestic abuse can occur due to
America and Northern Africa. There
all sorts of reasons that may deappears to be a prevalence of domespend purely on the abuser themtic abuse in developing regions of at
selves for whatever they perleast 30%. This is quite high in Africa
ceive to be right or wrong, the
with a quarter of countries in the
culture of some countries, race,
region reporting this abuse to be up
sexual orientation or religion. Some to 50%. This prevalence is highest
examples of abuse based purely on in Oceania, reaching up to 60% in
the person could be anything from some countries in this region. It ap-

pears to be that for the majority,
domestic abuse against women
is most common in developing
countries and is also present in
developed countries, although it
is not as prevalent. About 40% of
women who experience domestic abuse never seek help and
this statistic is even lower in less
developed regions.  
Some women across the world
are abused every day for things
that they may not be able to
control like their partner/family
members possessiveness of them
or the want/need to control
another person to make them
feel in control themselves and
in their own lives.  

By Elsa Murray

Women’s Position in Peru
Nowadays, it can be argued perhaps that women’s
position in society is almost equal with that of men,
especially in developed countries - although many
would argue even with that point. However, what
happens in the developing countries such as Peru?
To begin with, Peru is a very beautiful, but poor
country, similar to much of Latin America. Peru
has a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita of
approximately $14,000. About half of its citizens
are living below the poverty line, with about twenty
percent being extremely poor. More than 5% of the
population of Peru population is illiterate, and many
people have never attended higher education. Most
people work in agriculture with a minor percentage
of them working as employees in public or private
companies.
The birthrate is rather high (19.7 per 1000 in 2013),
as many women don’t have access to contraception.

That means that women need time to take care of
their families and look to domestic responsibilities.
Last but not least, we should not forget the level of
crime against women in Peru. Rape, harassment
and assault against women happen in everyday life
and make the problem of women in the work place
tougher. According to the WHO 49% of ever-partnered women (women who have been married, lived
with a man or have a regular sexual partner) in Lima
and 61% in Cusco reported physical violence by a
partner at some time in their life. All in all, we need
to understand in developed countries that women’s
position in society can differ from one country to another. In some of them, men and women are almost
equal perhaps but in others there is much work to be
done.

By Kalliopi Koutsikou
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The Question of Trafficking
Women and Young Girls
On March 8th a spectacular event took place around
the world that celebrated and recognized women,
their progress, and their undoubtedly bright future.
The International Day of Women (Festa Della Donna
in Italian) is a day where every single person, regardless of gender, race, nationality, or socioeconomic
background, is encouraged to stand in solidarity with
the many struggles and iniquity that females have
endured throughout history and continue to combat
today. Many times the need and utilization of a day
or even the feminist movement as a whole is questioned, many think gender equality and prosperity
has reached all parts of the world. This could not be
further from the truth - no one country has eliminated discrimination and prejudice on a social or
professional level. Naturally, this ignorance transfers over to all aspects in the functioning of a global
community especially seen in the terrible yet not
surprising statistic estimated by the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) that 71% of all
trafficking victims are either women or girls. When
defining human trafficking as the trade of humans for
the purpose of forced labor, sexual slavery, or commercial sexual exploitation for the trafficker or others,
it is no wonder it is commonly remarked as “modern slavery”. Human trafficking is particularly cruel
because it removes the victim from all that is familiar
to her, she no longer has the freedom to object, act or
speak as she sees fit for fear of her life. The industry is
thought to produce an estimated $32 billion annually,
but this profit comes at a cost - physical, emotional
and psychological damage to the victim. The actions
of this organized crime are illegal in nearly every
country however that does not limit the magnitude
or prevalence of it anywhere in the world. There is no
question between the link of those who fall victims to
this horrible trade and the failure of governments to
empower and support over half of their population.
As the European Parliament noted in its member
research study, 60% of 207 women who had previously been trafficked reported experiencing various
forms of domestic violence prior to being captured.
Violence increases a women’s vulnerability to trafficking by eroding her self-esteem and confidence,
one cannot, however, blame the mental state of the
victim for their situation. Governments worldwide
provide leniency to offenders of the sexual trade, it,
therefore, runs as any other business would following
supply and demand of customers. Unsurprisingly, the
demand is substantial, requested almost exclusively
by men and provided mainly by women. The first
step in securing the safety of all those in danger is to

ensure that the vicious cycle is not continued and this begins
when governments enact policies that realize the importance
of protecting and empowering women. While this task is not
simple it is imperative that worldwide measures are created
to secure the future and well being of generations of females
to come.

By MacKenna Westerfield

The Question of Piracy
in the Gulf of Aden
The Gulf of Aden lies between Yemen and Somalia,
connecting the Red Sea with the Arabian Sea. It occupies a strategic position for the marine trade. After
the end of the dictatorship of Mohammed Said Barre,
who ruled from 1960 to 1991, Somalia was plunged
into a period of constant political instability and civil
wars. The lack of strong central government allowed the
flourishing of piracy across thousands of square kilometres in the Indian Ocean. Ex-fishermen who had seen
their livelihoods failing because of the governmental
crisis converted themselves into pirates. From 2005 the
number of attacks consistently grew, endangering the
global marine industry.
In 2008, with the Atlanta Operation, the European
Union started a series of naval activities aimed at protecting cargo ships crossing the Gulf of Aden. In 2009,
USA and NATO, China and Russia sent their war ships
to monitor and secure the region. The presence of such
forces reduced the amount of attacks from more than
400 in 2009 to 180 in 2017. It’s worth noting, that while
the attacks dropped in the Gulf of Aden, a corresponding growth in piracy, connected to Somali pirates,
developed off the coasts of Kenya, Tanzania and the
Seychelles.
Somali piracy differs from other kinds of piracy, like
for example in the South-East Asia in that the Somali
pirates are not interested in transported goods and are
relatively less violent against the crews. The main goal
of the Somali pirates is to obtain a ransom for the captured ships that they hijack.

By Aleksandra Colautti
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Meet the Schools

The American School of Milan

The American School of Milan (ASM) is situated in a
quiet suburb called Noverasco, Opera just outside of
the noisy city of Milan. Initially founded by parents in
1962 as a community school with the aim of providing an Anglo-American education for their children,
it has since grown to over 800 international students
from around 53 nations, statistically, over 60% of those
enrolled are international. One of the schools greatest
pride lies in the extent of our international community
and the experience it provides for the students enrolled,
ranging from K-12. Classes are taught in English but
French, Spanish and Italian language are provided
supplementary to the initial program and prove widely
popular among our global students. Furthermore
many ‘electives’ are provided in addition to the mandatory core classes including math, science, humanities,
English, and a second language and/or and additional
science or humanities. The high school curricula follows
the IB program as well as offering an American diploma
on the alternative, the only international school of its
type in Milan. The proclaimed mission of our school
is as follows; “The American School of Milan ensures
a modern and rigorous education for International
students to excel in the changing world of tomorrow”.

The German International School In The Hague
The German International School in the Hague is
quiet special, as we are not only over 150 years old
(founded in 1863) but also a certified excellent school
(Exzellente Deutsche Ausslandschule) and furthermore, one of the founding schools of the world famous
THIMUN, which is attended every year by up to 3,500
people. Up until the mid 1980’s we even hosted THIMUN itself, but at one point the entire conference just
grew too large to be housed in the school building. We
have around 400 students from grades 1-12 (12 being
the Graduation Class).
The school also has a MUN club through which we
travel to conferences such as THIUMN, BIMUN,
RIMUN and many more. We also many conferences
which are close to us and absolutely perfect if you are
just starting with MUN and want to experience it for
the first time, although experienced delegates will
also have fun there. Some subjects like geography and

In addition, our school is continuously expanding and
innovating to enhance the experience of the pupils and
just this year we intend to add multiple classrooms, a
new theatre, and cafetorium along with the creation
of a modernized entrance and exterior to the school
itself. Constantly renowned as one of the best schools
in Northern Italy, ASM continues to carry this reputation and strives to maintain this tradition for the years
to come.

By MacKenna Westerfield
history are taught in bilingual fashion through
German and English. There is also an abundance
of other extra-curricular activities which students
can pick up, for example we have our own school
band and a theatre group. The school also houses
a kindergarten which is adjacent to the main
building and which is also pretty full. We are the
only German school in the general vicinity of The
Hague

By Jan Vollrath
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The German “Goethe” College,
Bucharest
The German “Goethe” College (GGC), originally
founded in 1751, is the only German public school in
Bucharest. There are currently 1500 students attending this college, aged of 5 to 18. The school is known
for teaching many languages such as German, English,
Romanian, French and Latin.
The school is located on Cihoschi Street, close to Piata
Romana (Roman Square), in the center of Bucharest,
Romania’s capital. Named after one of the most appreciated German writers, J.W. von Goethe, the school
not only provides its students with quality education,
but it also develops students’ artistic and creative abilities. The College has 50 rooms, including a conference
room, a library, a sports hall, a school canteen, an arts
room, a music room, two courtyards and four laboratories (chemistry, biology, physics and informatics).
Our students have four years of education during
Elementary, Middle and High School, so twelve years

in total. The school follows both Romanian and
German Baccalaureates, offering students the opportunity to choose between German and Romanian tutoring from the beginning of High School.
Every year our school takes part in international
events such as ERASMUS+ school partnerships
and MUN projects. The school also hosts the
weekly meetings of a non-governmental organization called “Interact”. Its purpose is to promote the
informal values of the teenagers between 12 and
18 years old. Today, over 300.000 students in over
138 countries are part of the 13.000 Interact clubs.
Interact is also connected with the Rotary Club
and the Rotaract Club which sponsor the organization. SAIMUN is our second MUN this year.
Thirteen delegates and two Press students are taking part. Our delegates are representing Belgium
and Malaysia.

By Teodora Puiu

School Delegations - Belgium and Malaysia
Our school is participating in SAIMUN with not
one, but two delegations; one representing Malaysia
and the other representing Belgium. There are 13
delegates, as well as my best friend Teodora and I
who are both participating in PRESS.

The Ambassador of the Belgium delegation is Robert Schwartz, a 9th grade student who is focused
on the SPECPOL question of returning radicalised
citizens from Syria and Iraq. Next up is Maria-Elisa
Niculescu, who will handle the SOCHUM question
of the trafficking of young women and girls. Roxana Maximeasa is also a 9th grader, a classmate of
Robert and Maria, and is talking part in The Special
Conference On Women, talking about the question of domestic violence. DISEC will feature Daria
Apopei, while Corina Sidor deals with ECOFIN.
Both girls are 12th graders. Last but not least is
Rares Petrescu who will be take part in ECOSOC.

Ambassador Ana Cristina Dancu leads the Malaysian delegation. She will be handling ECOFIN, the
question of future livelihood of displaced persons.
In parallel to Maria-Elisa, Luiza Rotareasa will
represent SOCHUM and talk about the trafficking of young women and girls. Briana Grigorescu
will deal with the question of Yemen (SPECPOL),
while Marie-Louise Erena is taking part in the
Environment committee. These delegates are all
in the 9th grade. Lastly, Ana Cristescu is a 12th
grader taking part in The Special Conference on
Women.
Stefan Lazar, a 10th grade student, and Teodora
Ionita, a 12th grade student, will be participating
as ICJ judges.

By Sophia Tiganas
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PEOPLE OF SAIMUN

How has your experience at
SAIMUN been?
By Selina Moussa, Kaya
Tueni and Karine Ballout

Firstly we went up to Ebba,
an Admin from Sweden and Ireland. Her experience has been
really good so far.

Then we went up to
Sami, he is from UAE and
USA he is a security council
delegate. He found his experience very enjoyable. It is his
second international conference and he felt very involved
and thinks that the topics were
more pressing.

Afterwards we asked
Connell, a local legend, he
is a delegate of South Africa
in the ECOFIN committee.
His experience has been really good so far, and he has
been getting involved with
the debates

Later we asked Katie,
a local, she is an admin. Her
experience has been good, she’
had good fun and she really
likes her job.

Finally we asked Emily,
from France, she is a delegate
of Finland. Her experience
has been really nice so far, she
enjoys listening to the interesting and constructive speeches
of other delegates.

We then asked Emre Mert
from Turkey, he is a delegate of
Latvia. His experience has been
good so far.
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